FRENCH FANTASY
than by skill: little crooked houses, and the church on the hill
behind, and in front the incredible sea;   the whole as though
drawn quickly by a child in outline and then brilliantly coloured;
the outline not rubbed out but allowed to show, even though
on second thoughts, more mature thoughts, it might have seemed
wrong.  Yet were there any second thoughts to "French Fantasy" ?
The artist had named it happily, or it may be most unhappily, and
again the tide was dead right, for this place was not St. Jean Cap
Eerrat, nor Le Lavandou nor Villefranche nor Cassis, no, not
Cavalaire,- and not Bandol either, and not St. Tropez nor St.
Maxime, though every single person to whom I showed it called
out one or other of toese names, whichever small Southern sea-
town they themselves had loved in the past and most nostalgically
missed in the present wistfulness of our divorce from France.   It
may have been any of them, all of. them, not one of them; it was
a fantasy, and had the strange quality of fantasy and dream.   And
this fitted in with some fragment I had heard of the painter's own
history which may have been truth or legend, for legends gather
quickly round a picture.    They said that he was an anti-Nazi
refugee from Germany.   He had been a successful barrister,.and
only began to paint after he had to leave his own country in the
early days of Hitler's oppression.   He did well in France;  they
appreciated his work;   it had somewhat of the Dufy approach
though not the comedy-eccentricity.   Then the German occupa-
ition of France drove mm forth again, and he came to England.
For some inner reason which will never be solved, and which one
may guess he cannot even explain himself, though (again I am
guessing) he saw the beauty of England, of English fishing villages,
of our Htde ports with steep crooked streets, of English moor and
river, he rarely set out to brush it straight on to canvas.    He
painted from memory;  and because memory is never as dear
as sight, and memory has zigzag contrivances for its escape, he
has been wise enough to let such instinct have its way without
too much fussing about what had been true at the time.    And
that is probably why a later picture of his perplexed me even
more by its peculiar feeling of several torni-ofF fragments of
different places thrown together and called "Little City on a Hill**.
Though I met btrn quite recently and he told me the setting of this
picture was, roughly speaking, on HSghgate Hill, I believe that
memory was searching far back for its material, and it had such
an illogical air as to.be sinister.    No real little city on a hill could
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